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Annual Delaware Arts Festival set for May 18-19
For The Gazette

Historic downtown Delaware is hosting the 46th annual Delaware Arts
Festival on May 18-19. The two festival
days, Saturday and Sunday, are loaded
with art, entertainment, fun, food, and
a few surprises.
Benefiting from the event are three
Delaware County high school senior art
students. Scholarships totaling $20,000
are awarded to further their art education. In addition, grants totaling over
$7,000 are awarded to Delaware County
art teachers and art education at all
teaching levels.
This year, two students tied for first
place: Lauren Cox, of Buckeye Valley
High School, and Sophie Reza from
Olentangy Orange High School.
Cox’s interest is illustration, with
aspirations to become a movie concept
artist. Reza enjoys drawing people,
because “they tell a story,” she said in
her scholarship essay. Reza designed
play posters and t-shirts for Orange
High School from 2016-present.
Third-place winner Alison Alsup is a
Delaware Hayes High School student
and is the student newspaper’s (The
Tailsman) editorial cartoonist. Alsup’s
ultimate goal is to become a gallery
artist focusing on global issues. The
awards are presented at noon Saturday,
May 18, on the new stage located at the
south end of Sandusky Street.
Under white tents that line both sides
of Sandusky and West Winter streets
are over 160 artists showcasing creative
work such as jewelry, leather creations,
tie dyed art, pottery, oil paintings, photography, and much more. Independent
judges select exhibitor artists for first,
second, third and best of show prizes.
The winning art works are based on
originality, creativity and skill. Prizes
include cash purses and ribbons.
Among the exhibitors are the two
“Meet the Artist” participants. Andrea

Wei from Westervilleis a tie dye artists
with an distinctive style and is licensed
to tie dye the OSU logo. Janet Alsup, an
oil painter, is a local resident specializing in portraits of children and pets.
Entertainment for all starts Saturday
when The Capital City Pipes & Drums
open the festival as they march up
Sandusky Street. Other bands include
bluegrass, oldies, current pop, country
and standards. Adding excitement are
giant stilt walkers strolling the festival,
an old fashion circus calliope performance at the plaza, and the Mark Twain
re-enactment brings Twain’s wisdom
and humor alive. The intersection of
Sandusky and Winter streets is the location for Magic Nate, making his third
appearance, entertaining and mesmerizing young and old with his sleight of
hand. At the same location, Jungle Gym
Gymnastics, with Chet Snouffer, exhibits their athletic aerobic skills. Festival
attendees can do their own art with the
Community Participation Art Project at
Boardman Arts Park on West William
Street.
No one goes away hungry at the arts
festival. Schmidt’s sausage truck is
back, so is the local Kiwanis Club food
truck. There are foods for every taste
bud from Italian and Greek to chicken,
fried veggies, sandwiches of all sorts,
and sweets to tempt all.
The following are festival corporate
sponsors: The Delaware Gazette, Able
Roofing, Bath Saver, Buckeye Power,
Champion Windows, CutCo, Gutter
Helmet, Kitchen Saver, Leaf Filter,
Renewable by Anderson and Universal
Windows.
“The Delaware Arts Festival Association thanks all of this year’s generous sponsors,”said Sherry Riviera,
entertainment chairwoman. “All the
association members also want to give
a big thank you to the City of Delaware
for providing the first responders that
make sure the festival is a safe event
for all.”

Courtesy photos | Mark Hardymon
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New acts coming to annual arts fest
By Glenn Battishill

gbattishill@aimmediamidwest.com

The 2019 Delaware Arts Festival
has a large amount of entertainment
opportunities, including some
returning acts and a few new ones.
One of the new pieces of
entertainment this year will be a
Circus Calliope built by Jeff and
Lorna Duffield of the Calliope Music
Company.
“The calliope was designed to lead
the townspeople to the big top,”
explained Jeff Duffield. “It provides
up beat, fast tempo music that puts
the folks in a festive mode. We play
old time music, such as ‘Bicycle Built
for 2’, ‘Daisy Daisy,’ ‘Daring Young
Man on the Flying Trapeze,’ ‘I Been
Working On The Railroad,’ and many
other vintage songs.”
Jeff Duffield explained that they
built the calliope and circus wagon
in 1970, and they have participated
in over 1,500 parades and events,
including performing in the Ringling
Bros. and Barnum & Bailey Circus, in
the Pro Football Hall of Fame Parade,
Cleveland Thanksgiving Parade, the
Delaware County Fair, and many
others.
“We are very proud of what we have
accomplished over the last 49 years,”
Jeff Duffield said. “Bringing smiles and
memories to the folks. The calliope
is a lost musical instrument. We have
been in over 1,500 parades and events.
What is so special to us is that it brings
smiles and joy to so many faces. We
find that it brings back memories to the
older generation and that the younger
generations dance and sway to to the up
beat music tempo. It enables us to meet
so many people and attend so many
special events like the Delaware Arts
Festival.”
The calliope will be performing on
the street Sunday from 10 a.m. to noon.

Courtesy photos

Delaware resident John Miller will be performing
as Mark Twain on the stage on South Sandusky
Street Saturday from 2:45 p.m. to 3:15 p.m. Miller
said he played Twain in a production of “Big River”
last year and was happy to reprise the role at the
Delaware Arts Festival.

“We look forward to entertaining,
meeting and talking with the folks
attending the festival, learning about
the history of the community, and its
plans for the future,” Jeff Duffield said.
The biggest new act at this year’s
festival is The Amazing Giants, a pair
of stilt walkers, who will be walking
around the festival Saturday afternoon
from 1:30 p.m. to 4 p.m.
“We have two roaming stilt walkers
that are going to be strolling the
grounds in ‘high fashion,’” joked
Jessica Minshall, a member of the
group.
Minshall said the stilt walkers are
excited to take part in the festival.

Lorna and Jeff Duffield stand next to the calliope they built. The calliope will be performing on the street
Sunday from 10 a.m. to noon and will play old songs like “Bicycle Built for 2,” “Daisy Daisy,” “Daring Young
Man on the Flying Trapeze,” and “I Been Working On The Railroad.”

“We love taking photos and giving
high fives,” she said. “Everyone is
always really happy, and there are
usually a lot of kids around, too! We
enjoy being ‘big kids’ in big crowds on
our stilts.”
One of the new acts at the festival
this year is John Miller, a Delaware
resident and actor who will be bringing
Mark Twain to life on stage Saturday
afternoon.
Miller said he first played Mark
Twain last summer in a production of
“Big River” and was asked to reprise

the role for the arts festival. Miller
said he’s done all types of productions
where he plays historical figures.
“I’ve done (President Warren
Harding) for the historical society up
in Marion,” Miller said. “I look kind of
like Harding, but if you put a mustache
on me, I look like Mark Twain. I’ve
done all types of community theater.
I’ve been in acting for about 15 years.”
Miller said he’s looking forward to
bringing Twain’s observational humor
to the festival.
“He likes to look at situations in life
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and make fun of them in a way that
doesn’t bother people in a really huge
way. He’s kind of a humorist and kind of
a moralist,” Miller said. “So, he’ll take
and twist things and there’s so much
ripe information right, you know with
what’s going on between the Democrats,
Republicans, and Donald Trump and all
that kind of stuff. I’ll mix some of that
in and throw some mud at that kind of
stuff.”
Miller said his performance at the
Delaware Arts Festival is not dissimilar
from Twain’s own career. He added
that late in his life, Twain had to tour
the country to regain money from a
bad investment and would do speaking
events where he lectured and made fun
of different situations.
Miller and his interpretation of Mark
Twain can be found on the stage on
South Sandusky Street Saturday from
2:45 p.m. to 3:15 p.m.

a great show with amazing vocals full of
songs from the 60s through Top 40.

ENTERTAINMENT SCHEDULE
Saturday, May 18
• 11 a.m. – Capital City Pipes &
Drums: Opening parade through the
festival area. Performing since 1962, the
band highlights the stirring music and
the grandeur of the Highlands and Scottish Heritage.
• Noon – Arts Scholarship Awards
• 1 to 2:30 p.m. – Sawmill Ridge
Bluegrass Band: Back for an encore performance, this band infuses a rich traditional sound with the love of traditional
bluegrass music.
• 1:30 to 4 p.m. – The Amazing

Courtesy photos

The Amazing Giants, a pair of stilt walkers, will be walking around the festival Saturday afternoon from
1:30 p.m. to 4 p.m.

Giants stilt walkers: 10-foot tall stilt
walkers will stroll the festival.
• 2 to 4 p.m. – Boardman Arts Park:
Community Participation Art Project
that will be exhibited at the new arts
park.
• 2:45 to 3:15 p.m. – Mark Twain

Reenactment: John Miller, of Delaware,
as Mark Twain.
• 3:30 to 5 p.m. – In A Jam: One of
Delaware’s own bands with a varied mix
of classics & current music.
• 5:15 to 7 p.m. — Lucky Penny Band:
Delaware’s talented sisterbBand delivers

Sunday, May 19
• 10 a.m. to noon — Calliope King
performs on the street: 1926 replica of
a Circus Calliope with authentic period
circus music.
• Noon to 1 p.m. — 3 of A Kind: A
favorite Delaware group performing
a humorous & harmonious selections
From the 50s through the 70s.
• 1:15 to 2:15 p.m. – Rebecca Kierian:
Songwriter and singer from the Central
Ohio area who has won Best Songwriter
for several years and performs regularly
at Dollywood.
• 1:30 to 2:15 p.m. - Jungle Gym Gymnastics: A tradition at the festival. Chet
Snouffer presents his new gymnastic
talents in the street at the intersection of
Winter & Sandusky streets.
• 2:30 to 3:30 p.m. – Radio Sky: A
new Delaware group with a big sound
and great vocals. Classics to current
music.
• 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. – Magic Nate: It’s
not a festival without Magic Nate entertaining the kids and their parents at the
end of the show. Show to take place in
the intersection of Winter & Sandusky
streets.
• 3:45 to 5 p.m. – Mark Sparrow: An
encore performance from Mark after 20
years in Las Vegas as a solo act, working
with stage performers or touring. He
brings a variety of vocals with a wide
range of styles and songs.
Glenn Battishill can be reached at 740-413-0903 or on
Twitter @BattishillDG.

Gibson the
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Meet the Artist: Janet Alsup
By Dagmar Cianelli
For The Gazette

It’s been a journey for Janet Alsup,
an oil painter from Delaware. Painting
from home, Alsup specializes in
children and pet portraits.
“I knew I liked faces,” she said.
“When you get an expression on their
face it makes it unique to them, which
I find exciting.”
Alsup took her first art class in
high school and discovered she could
draw. She had an interest in oils
but never pursued it. A University
of New Mexico graduate, she
majored in environmental design as
the university only offered acrylic
painting. After graduation, Alsup was
a graphic designer with a New Mexico
environmental engineering firm, still
no oils. She married her husband,
Rod, a photographer, had children, and
moved to Delaware. With oil painting
still on her mind and the couple’s
children school age, it was “now or
never” Alsup said.
Alsup attended Columbus College of
Art and Design in 2010-2011, taking
two oil portrait painting classes. Her
instructor, Ernie Viveiros, “Was the
best art teacher I’ve ever had,” she

OH-70119749

Courtesy photo

said. “He taught in a systematic way
following certain rules so the students
paintings looked realistic, and I’ve
been a painting fool since 2012.”
All of Alsup’s portraits are oil on
canvas.
“I like the way I can manipulate
oils,”she said.
The painting process starts with a
photograph of the client. Alsup and
her husband then collaborate. He takes

the photos, the client decides on a
favorite, and Alsup paints from that
photo. She likes meeting the client,
because within the first five minutes,
Alsup gets a sense of who they are,
which helps get as much expression as
possible from the subject’s photograph.
Another element Alsup incorporates
is a favorite object belonging to the
customer; giving a sense of place in the
portrait’s background development.

“It gives meaning to the person and
who they are,” she said. Working about
four hours a day, Alsup completes a
portrait in about four weeks.
Three years ago, Alsup never thought
she’d be painting dog portraits, too.
While exhibiting her people portraits
at various art festivals, she accidentally
stumbled into painting dogs’ portraits.
When attendees saw her portraits,
they asked if she painted dogs, too.
Why not, she asked herself. She found
dogs also have individual personalities,
giving unconditional love and always
wanting to please. Now, Alsup’s portraits of man’s best friend are special,
something she enjoys creating.
Alsup also does her own custom
framing. She chooses four frames, takes
a picture of them, and sends copies to
the client, who makes the final decision.
Kudos went to Alsup in 2013 when
her daughter’s portrait was displayed
at Salon International, San Antonio,
Texas; an exhibit featuring worldwide
artists. Other awards include best 2D
artist at Black Swamp Arts Festival in
Bowling Green, Ohio; and best 2D artist at Westerville Arts Festival.
“The cool thing about oil painting is
that it lasts for generations,” she said.
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Meet the Artist: Andrea Wei
For The Gazette

Tie dying and The Ohio State University are Andrea Wei’s passion. What
started as a creative outlet, turned into
a full-time job and partnership with
OSU.
Wei, who did crafts as a child with
her mother and sisters, decided tie
dying might be interesting. Learning
how to tie dye in 1992 was a challenge;
she started with a computer search. A
company selling dyes online gave basic
tie dying information. On the other
hand, finding books on the subject was
near impossible. She finally located a
few books at the OSU library showing
different tie dying methods, including
batik, shibori, silk painting and immersion dying.
“What kind of tie dye did I want to
do?” she said.
Another hurdle she faced was the
different dyes available: protein, cotton
dyes and natural. Wei knew her answer
was just to jump in, start tinkering
with different methods and dyes; recreating what she imagined.
“Sometimes there were happy surprises, accidents that I wasn’t trying
for, but were amazing,” she said.
Eventually, Wei took classes at the
Columbus Cultural Art Center to
expand and polish her techniques. If
Wei didn’t get the results in a tie dye
that suited her, she tried again and
again until the effect was what she
wanted. Her tenacity paid off.
Wei started attending craft shows,
which lead to custom orders. One of
those orders — an OSU t-shirt — was
requested by a friend.
“I made one for her and myself,
which was kind of the beginning of
what we do now,” Wei said.
After many design submissions to
OSU, she received her apparel license

10 yeas ago.
“It’s quite a process. It took them
awhile before they were sold on the
project,” Wei said.
OSU was looking for a person whose
product was consistently high quality.
“OSU looked for someone they wanted to go into business with,” she said.
Wei added the university usually
doesn’t issue an apparel license to
a one- or two-man operation; first
choice, big apparel companies.
The start of each year Wei works on
art designs and color schemes, creating several prototype tie dyed t-shirts.
When a prototype’s outcome isn’t
satisfactory, Wei tweaks it. Finished
prototypes are posted on social media
so family and friends can vote on their
favorite.
Ending up with seven or eight prototypes, Wei chooses one and sends it to
OSU, where the trademark and color
scheme are approved. She includes
sample sizes ranging from babies to XL
adult.
“They’re good people. They want me
to succeed,” she said.
Wei and her husband, Tom, attend
about 25 festivals a year. Their family
venture sells not only OSU tie dyed
t-shirts, but also dresses. During the
year, eighth to 10 months are devoted
to the OSU line, bringing in almost 80
percent of total sales.
The rest of the year, the couple
attends Irish festivals through out
Ohio, including Dublin, with Irishthemed tie dyed merchandise.
Every Spring, Wei looks forward to
bringing her latest OSU designs to the
Delaware Arts Festival.
“I always try to bring my new
designs for the year to the Delaware
Arts Festival,” she said. “It’s my
personal opinion it’s the best Spring
festival out there. Delaware does an
awesome job.”

Courtesy photo

Enjoy the Arts Festival
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By Dagmar Cianelli

60 N Sandusky Street
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BOOTH #

EXHIBITOR

North Sandusky between William and Winter Streets —
Booths Facing East
1
2&3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13/14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

ALEX STOLL
COOL TIE DYE
HEADING’S WIRE ART
CLAUDIA CARREON DESIGNS
J FETZER POTTERY, LLC
THE CHIPPY BEAVER
WEAVING ON GOURDS
PEOPLE IN NEED
VARU HAND BAGS
DAN PHIBBS TIE DYE
JULIE MILLER ART
MICHIGAN MADE METAL
RICHARD GULLETT DARK DESIGNS
MURPHY’S WOOD SHOP
LETS FACE IT CARICATURES
DESIGNS IN WOOD
SPARKLEEZ CRYSTALS
KID STUDIO
JANET ALSUP OIL PAINTINGS
WOOD BUTCHER
THE GOBLIN TRADER
MONTERO NATIVE ART
WENNERSTEN’S ETCHINGS
PAPAW’S WORKSHOP
CES GLASS DESIGN
UNCOMMON & UNIQUE JEWELRY
HEEKIN PEWTER
BATIK CREATIONS
INFORMATION BOOTH
SPONSORED BY: THE DELAWARE GAZETTE

East Winter to end of PNC Lot - Booths Facing North
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

THE IMAGINATION OF ROBERT WALKER
BALTIC AMBER JEWELRY
BLACKBIRD BOOK & PAGE
CENTRAL OHIO SYMPHONY
NAME FRAME FACTORY
PEACHIE ORIGINAL PUZZLES
R & C CUSTOM TURNING
BELLABOXES, LLC
JEANNE SCANNELL WEARABLES
SEVEN HILLS WOODWORKING
ELIZABETH M CANDLES & SCENTS
LINDA ALEXANDER RADAK ART
OLD NANKIN RD PHOTO & FORGE
ZIEGLER DESIGNS JEWELRY
SASSY SACKS HANDBAGS

East Winter St to City Parking Lot - Booths Facing South
46/47
48
49
50/51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59

WILLOW HOLLOW & BBM CREATIONS
MY SOAPS
THE ARTS CASTLE
YARDSCAPE, LLC
SUBTLE VERSE PHOTOGRAPHY
ELIZABETH D SMITH, ARTIST
SILVER ‘WEAR’
LUCKY SUDS, LLC
FRYSINGER WOODCRAFTS
WHIMSICAL COLORFUL YOU ART
KEIKOS BEAD BOX
JIM SCHWARZ FINE ART PHOTOGRAPHY

North Sandusky Street between Winter Street and
Central Avenue - Booths Facing East
60
61
62
63/64
65
66
67/68
69
70
71
72/73
74
75
76
77
78/79
80/81
82
83
84
85
86
88
89
90

JENEEN HOBBY PHOTOGRAPHY
SCRIMSHAW BY MARK THOGERSON
JAN THE ANTLER LADY
LITTLE CREEK CANDLES
SUSAN ROCKS !
CINDY’S CUSTOM CAPES
3 S CRAFTWORKS BARRELS
NATURALLY CATAWBA GLASS
JAY’S METAL CRAFTING
MELISSA O’BRIEN DESIGNS
J. L. NORRIS CUSTOM FURNITURE
PANE IN THE GLASS
EARTHLY ARTS POTTERY
CHG STUDIOS
APRON STRINGS
SNYDER DRAGONFLY POTTERY
WINDY HILL WOODCRAFTS
‘TWAS ONCE A TREE, LLC
FUNKY JEWELRY BY MELISSA WOODS
MARKGRAF CLAYWORKS
WICKED STITCH OF THE WEST
CEDAR KNOLL CREATIONS
TOP ROCKS DOGGIE WEAR
DADO JEWELRY
ALL STRINGS CONSIDERED

North Sandusky Street between Central Avenue and
Winter Street - booths facing West
91
92
94
95
96
97
98
99

MACABEE METALS
DIG IT DESIGNS
HENNA ART BY NOOR
EARRING HOLDER GALLERY
C. L. SCHNEIDER JEWELRY
KENTUCKY STICK CHAIRS
SUSAN’S ORIGINAL WREATHS
STARFISH EARTH

Delaware Gazette

North Sandusky Street between Central Avenue and
Winter Street - booths facing West ~ continued
100/01
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112/13
114
115
116
117
118
119/20
121

BARNETT’S METAL CREATION
MICHAEL DLUGOLECKI ART
SNUG FITS
LANFORD BEADWORKS
PAT BROUGHTEN ART
WARREN’S WOODCRAFTS
SONJA SHERIFF JEWELER
DESIGNER CM
BELLA STUDIO HANDBAGS
BOYCE ART GLASS
DYETOLOGY
KAREN LEIGH ART
COLADA COMPANY CLOTHING
THE BETTE MOSS COLLECTION
QUILTS BY YVONNE
LYNN WHEELER POTTERY
BETH LEVEY GEMSTONE JEWELRY
PHOTOS BY EARL ENGLISH
WHITTLES AND BITS, INC.
WATERCOLOR BY KARL FENG

West Winter Street between Sandusky and Bun’s
Restaurant - booths facing South
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132

PEACHBLOW POTTERY
ROBBIE HAY FACE PAINTING
BACKYARD LIVING
CHIME MAKER
SEGMENTS
MY DOLLY’S CLOSET
CHLOE LIA HAIR ACCESSORIES
I’M JUST SAYING
DREAMING TREE GALLERIES
KELN JO JEWELRY
BRIGHT VISIONS WATERCOLORS

West Winter Street between Sandusky and the walkway booths facing North
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144

NAE’S WICKED GLASS DESIGN
SOKAVA DESIGNS, LLC
KANDU KRAFTS
INTRICATE IMAGERY PHOTOGRAPHY
STAMPIN’ DAZE
WHATEVER THE LIGHT
LINDSAY RODGERS ART
HIRA JEWELRY
CHELLE’S CLOSET
NOT TOO SHABBY DESIGN CO
SUSIE MEIER BAGS
HUTH SHAKER BOXES

DELAWARE ARTS FESTIVAL
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Sandusky Street between Winter and William Streets booths facing West
CENTRAL AVENUE

GUTTER HELMET
ABLE ROOF
CHAMPION WINDOWS
LEAF FILTER
KITCHEN SAVER

S07
S08
S09
S10
S11
S12

UNIVERSAL WINDOWS DIRECT
UNIVERSAL WINDOWS DIRECT
BATH FITTER
CUTCO CUTLERY
RENEWAL by ANDERSEN
RIVERSIDE FAMILY CHIROPRACTIC

South Sandusky - Mid Street to Spring Street
ENTERTAINMENT STAGE, DINING AREA and
THE FOOD TRUCK COURT

79
78
77
76
75

107
108
109
110
111

74
73
72
71
70

112
113
114
115
116

69
68
67
66
65

117
118
119
120
121

64
63
62
61
60

145
146
147
148
149

30
29
28
27
26

150
151
152
153
154

25
24
23
22
21

155
156
157
158
159

20
19
18
17
16

160
161
162
163
164

15
14
13
12
11

2

165
166
167
168
169

10
9
8
7
6

170
171
172
173
174

5
4
3
2
01

S7
S8

SPRING STREET
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Info Booth
179
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177
176
175
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Historical Society
Children’s
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Porta Kleen
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HALL
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Porta John
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South Sandusky - CORPORATE SPONSORS
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S02
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84
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Franklin Street Both Ways

South Sandusky - CORPORATE SPONSORS - Facing East

97
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139
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144
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130
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Franklin Street One Way

Thematic Map - Not to Scale

FRANKLIN STREET

180

Women’s City Club - CHILDREN’S
CRAFTS
THE DELAWARE GAZETTE
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90
89
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Sidewalk in Front of PNC BANK - Booths Facing West
177/8

91
92
93
94
95
96

E

52
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47
46
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Student Artist Profile: Lauren Cox
Editor’s note: Lauren Cox, a senior at
Buckeye Valley High School, placed tied
for first in The Delaware Arts Festival
Association’s scholarship contest for the
visual arts. Below is the personal statement she submitted to the selection committee.
I am the kind of girl who always needs
a plan for everything. I had my whole life
planned out since the sixth grade. I was
going to be an English teacher and publish novels on the side.
Then I realized that I loved writing
more than teaching, so I decided to
become a journalist and write books on
the side. Accordingly, I joined journalism club and became editor immediately.
After a while, however, I discovered that
journalism is actually really boring and
not at all the creative adventure I had
hoped for.
At the same time that I had this plancrushing epiphany, I was taking some
more serious art classes. I had always
loved art and been good at it, but never
seriously considered it as a career
option. However, as I got more into my
studio classes and began to astonish
myself with the quality of things I was
producing, I began to realize that art was

the only thing in my academic life that
I was truly passionate about. It brought
me joy, and it was something that I was
good at. When I started selling art commissions, I discovered that not only was
my talent fun, it was marketable.
I came to the conclusion that I wanted
to be a concept artist for movies. Before
a movie can be made, concept artists
generate the ideas for how the characters, set, and creatures will look. To
achieve that, I will earn a degree in illustration that will open up many avenues
for me, including concept art.
My art pieces each represent a small
part of who I am. I love creating big,
eye-catching pieces that make the viewer
stop and stare for a few moments. My
dream would be to create an art installation or mural that left my legacy for all
to see.
I hope to attend Columbus College
of Art and Design, and I may choose to
serve a full time mission for the Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints.
I want to reflect my love of creativity
and color in every aspect of my life, and
earning this scholarship will be a huge
sign to me that this is what I was meant
to do.
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Student Artist Profile: Sophia Reza
Editor’s note: Sophia Reza, a senior at
Olentangy Orange High School, placed
tied for first in The Delaware Arts Festival Association’s scholarship contest
for the visual arts. Below is the personal
statement she submitted to the selection
committee.
As a kid, I used to come up with characters who always possessed some sort
of superpower that allowed them to
change their world in my head. Whether it was magic, or karate, or their
ability to survive in the wild, they were
special. They had a destiny to fulfill.
Because of the imaginary adventures
I created when I was younger, I am
bossed with purpose. It’s the truth
about myself that I crave to accept, and
I think I know what my truth is.
When I imagine a scene, I start to
put it down on paper or screen by
sketching out the basic foundations:
just simple outlines of where the characters and background might be. I do
it all the time, so it has become second
nature to me. Looking at a blank space,
and deciding what to put there. It’s
magical, transferring my ideas to drawings.
I like to draw people. I sit and watch
everyone else move around me, and I

see them as characters. I draw people
because they’re always telling stories:
through their bodies, their faces, their
words, their relationships. The versions
of the people I create are crystal clear
when I draw them out. But, I always
keep my distance. I can see their truths
from miles away.
I have realized through my art that
when things get too close, I can’t see
the whole picture. This is why I like to
be the distant observer, always watching and creating.
So, when I reflect on myself and draw
a self portrait, the style changes every
time and I always look slightly different. Sometimes it depends on whether
I think my nose is too big that day or
not. Or sometimes I don’t even look
human. It is a reflection of my everchanging self, my doubts, fears, excitement and triumphs.
It took some time, help, and a lot of
drawing to realize, but I’ve found my
truth: my art is my superpower. It’s the
lens through which I look at the world.
It’s everything to me; everything I am,
and everything I want to do. I have to
draw out what is in my head in order
to understand it. I express myself by
creation, by erupting passionately and
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letting myself burn. I want to understand by observing, to be understood
by creating, and my art gives me the
power to do so.
Wherever I go, I want to bring my

power with me. My quest is to merge
my creative, imaginary world with my
real world, to explore the paths ahead
of me with the passion that pushes me
forward.
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Now Enrolling Preschool - Grades 8
A Christian Education Begins by Focusing on a Child’s Heart

SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE
REGARDLESS OF YOUR INCOME

OH-70118798

OH-70117949

Preschool Tuition - Lowest Offered

Grace Community School & Preschool
715 W. William Street
740-363-5800
Delaware, Ohio
startwiththeheartschool.com
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Student Artist Profile: Alison Alsup
Editor’s note: Alison Alsup, a senior
at Rutherford B. Hayes High School,
placed third in The Delaware Arts Festival Association’s scholarship contest
for the visual arts. Below is the personal
statement she submitted to the selection
committee.
Potential is a term that has one of the
most compelling and important definitions in the human language. Regardless
of their race, nationality, gender, ambitions, personality, and talents, it is nearly
the only offering that every person is
granted with the moment they are born.
Everybody is capable of development.
While all beings contain a given potential, many do not develop that capacity
to its wholest.
Ultimately, my objective is to fulfill the
potential that I have been given, especially in my capability to create artwork. I
do not intend on restricting my creations
to a singular goal, and I have multiple
ambitions regarding my visionary work.
The first commitment entails editorial
cartooning. The Talisman is my high
school’s student produced newspaper,
which is fiscally supported by participant
fundraising and local business advertisements. As my junior year concluded, The
Talisman was deprived of an artist and
queried the school’s drawing and painting teacher, Mr. Bibler, for a referral. My
name was stated. Throughout this academic year as a senior, I have been The
Talisman’s artist. Each monthly issue,
I create at minimum five, and at most
20 illustrations. Staff writers compose
their articles, ask me for an editorial
cartoon to accompany their story if they
do not believe a photograph or a graphic
is appropriate, and I come up with an
idea and complete the illustration by the
deadline.
I am proud to hold the title of the
newspaper’s artist because it is a challenging position. The job requires storytelling aptitude and clever incorporation
to produce an effective and visually
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appealing editorial cartoon. Additionally,
I enjoy the stress factor. Tough deadlines
keep me drawing late at night and during
lunch at school. I have constant artistic
practice, and I have developed a vast
portfolio of editorial cartoons because of
this opportunity. Recently, a collection of
eight Talisman illustrations was awarded
a Gold Key in the Scholastic Art and
Writing Awards. My winning portfolio
was titled “Newspaper’s Finest.” I desire
to pursue editorial cartooning post high
school by searching for opportunities

while I am in college, and optimistically
afterwards.
Editorial cartooning does not have to
be my exclusive occupation, but I would
like it as an alternative or even a subordinate job.
Supremely, my passion is to become
a gallery artist. I wish to explore minority cultures and third world countries,
document my experiences, and produce
direct, yet intellectual art for the public
to learn from. Capturing a lifestyle or
nation’s charm while exposing the det-

rimental hardships that they endure is
what I must succeed. I aspire to promote
activism from others when they comprehend difficulties that some must confront
daily, simply because of the countries
they were born in or the color of their
skin. This gallery work must be bold
and stunning, and convey an evident
message but remain open to personal
interpretations. Extensively developing this devotion, I yearn to collaborate
See Student | 17
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with organizations which also advance
the fight against specific global issues.
This ambition will spread knowledge to
the public on current issues, something
that I believe all persons should aspire to
learn more about. Americans, in particular, live in their own well-developed but
painfully isolated communities, and they
do not seem to be aware of issues raging
outside of their country, or even outside
of their faction of society. Additionally,
I would like to convey the stories of
incredible individuals, giving them the
credit of publicity they deserve, and
inspiration to others.
An example of work I have done
involving this objective is a piece titled
“Kintsugi: The Art of Beautiful Scars.”
Kintsugi is a form of art I learned in
ceramics class as school. Japanese art-

Ballet
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ist mold elegant ceramic pieces, shatter
them, and then glue the fragments back
together with golden paste. Kintsugi
translates to “golden repair,” and emphasizes the beauty in scars and errors.
Isaiah is a childhood cancer survivor.
He was diagnosed with three types of
leukemia at 14 years old: acute myeloid
leukemia, acute lymphoblastic leukemia, and an additional branch of T-cell
leukemia. Isaiah underwent harsh chemotherapy and radiation, and ultimately,
required a bone marrow transplant. He
did not enter public school while he was
sick. Instead, he spent the entirety of his
freshman year isolated because of radiation, and he was unable to enjoy the public due to his vulnerable immune system.
Sport participation was impossible, and
he lost his brown complexion, his black
curls, and his young energy. Isaiah had
to wake up every morning in a delicate,
pale, moribund body and say, “I’m not
See Student | 18
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PADC Features:
Four large studios
Professional floors
Classroom monitors
Large parking lot
Homework room
Dancewear shop
Classes for girls &
boys ages 3 & up
OH-70119107

Classes for beginner
& advanced

Adult classes in Hip
Hop, Tap & Ballet

111 Valleyside Drive, Suite B, Delaware, Ohio 43015

740-368-8800

Recreation classes &
competition teams
padcdelaware.com
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gonna die.”
Isaiah beat cancer three days after his
16th birthday. He was left with a scar
on his chest from chemotherapy and
strength unlike any other. I was recognized with severe scoliosis at 13, and
I endured a nine-hour spinal surgery,
which required a year of recovery. I was
unable to continue my favorite physical
activities for approximately 10 months.
This caused uncomfortable and unfamiliar weight to appear on my body. I was
in disturbing pain. Sleeping require me
to lay on my back in a straight position
for months. And I took medications that

altered my attitude from positive to completely depressed. The experience left
me with a long scar that ruins in a curve
down my back, and rare motivation.
I painted Isaiah and I in black and
white, and our scars in gold — I transformed Kintsugi into a 2-D. It was this
piece, and works similar afterwards,
which inspire me to create art that people can ponder and learn from. I want to
spread knowledge, stories, and inspiration through gallery work.
I hope that whatever I accomplish,
whether it be editorial cartooning, gallery art, both, or something completely
different, I fulfill my given potential to
the fullest, and impact the world with
creativity, awareness, and societal progress.
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